64   THE MIDDLE STAGE AND THE READER
matter irrelevant to the expression in point must be kept
at a minimum. Often the sample can be better fixed in
the mind in the form of a well-known maxim or proverb
	* the more the merrier', for example,  illustrating  a
special use of * the J, or * it is never too late to mend ',
the use of £ too ' with the gerundial infinitive.
More important than this special use of rhymed verse
is a right judgment in the selection of poetry. The
current practice of compilers of readers is to intersperse
poems of more or less literary merit amongst the prose
passages in all readers, even from the first primer ; and
of boards prescribing for the matriculation or high school
final examination to include a select list of poems for
study in preparation for that examination.
In anticipation of a more detailed discussion of the
teaching of English literature at the school stage, it may
be premised here that the number of English poems that
can usefully find a place in ' readers' at the school
stage is very small. For two conditions have to be-
fulfilled—
 1.	The matter must be intelligible to a child of the
age,  and life   experience  concerned,   and  that  a  life
experience confined to his province in India.
 2.	The language must not be at variance with, nor
complicate in  any  way, the  language he  is  learning
through his prose passages for ordinary use in his own
speech and writing.
The first condition it is the more necessary to observe
since the teacher himself is usually strange to English
life.
Few English poems can be found fulfilling these
conditions, and it is wiser to omit English poetry alto-
gether from the course than to insert in it poems which
do not fulfil them.
Where a poem is introduced a preceding passage in t
prose may help towards setting the atmosphere and get-
ting over preliminary difficulties of matter or language.
For the poem must be read to be enjoyed, or not at all.
the teaching with the reader as centre   -
The recommendations just given as regards the
character of the reader for intensive study apply, of

